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On the other hand, a soft market beyond auto and property-catastrophe lines continues to prevail, with global
insurance renewal rates falling for the seventeenth consecutive period in the second quarter of  However, those
expectations likely quickly abated, given the economic headwinds keeping the Federal Reserve from taking
more aggressive action, thus leaving rates at historically low levels and undermining industry profitability. In
short, insurers can take advantage of growth opportunities, operational improvement, and expense reduction in
if they can overcome a host of internal and external obstacles standing in their way. In one example, Abaris,
an InsurTech startup, launched a direct-to-consumer online platform for deferred income annuities. While the
likelihood of additional interest rate increases in should help, macroeconomic factors alone are unlikely to
substantially boost penetration rates absent more fundamental business-model changes. Group life
salesâ€”which have the advantage of guaranteed issue and little, if any, direct contact with the insuredâ€”have
surpassed individual policy purchases for the first time. In particular, carriers have been racing to keep up with
insurance technology development, as we recently documented in Fintech by the numbers, which analyses
startup financing activity and trends. Related topics Setting the agenda Insurance company leaders have a lot
on their plates. The Deloitte Center for Regulatory Strategies is publishing a companion paper dealing with
these issues in greater detail, leveraging the expertise of our insurance practice and research team. Standing in
the way of insurers achieving these objectives are a wide range of challenges. While nearly five million more
US households had life insurance as of than in , those gains were fueled by population growth rather than
higher market penetration, which remains at its record low of just 30 percent. These trends are largely split
between those driven by technological advances and those impacted by regulatory developments. What is
changing? The KPMG General Insurance Insights Dashboard has been enhanced in the current year and
contains a range of interactive charts and graphs presenting the key industry metrics for the past 5 years.
Download the report Where do insurers stand as they enter ? The interactive dashboard enables the data to be
filtered to view the metrics for a particular year or insurer. In this report we pinpoint key opportunities and
threats that should demand attention from insurers over the next months. Digitalisation of underwriting can
also enable online distribution capabilities, allowing insurers to cast their nets wider and embrace younger
demographics that often prefer a more virtual experience. We highlight our views on what are the top 10
trends that will shape and influence the industry in and beyond and offer pragmatic advice on how best to deal
with these current and emerging themes. Annuity sales have plummeted 91 percent since "pension freedom.
Before the rule change, most retirees had purchased annuities offering regular payments for life. As always,
regulation and compliance requirements are important and seem ever-changing, and this report will touch on
some of the broader implications likely to result from the most significant shifts in policy. Several insurers are
experimenting with connectivity and advanced analytics to narrow the life application-to-closing process from
weeks to minutes, lowering onboarding costs, and minimiing the consumer dropout rate. Political and
regulatory upheavals around the world are changing some of the ground rules about how carriers may operate.
An accelerating evolution in the way business is conducted is being driven by innovation and higher customer
expectations, while disruptive newcomers are looking to take market share from incumbent insurers. The
following are among the options they should consider to potentially improve their top and bottom lines, as
well as stay ahead of the competition in the year ahead. The gap is widening between what consumers can
earn on fixed annuity contracts and bank certificates of deposit, with annuity holders having the added benefit
of tax-deferred status on gains. Moreover, Ladder does not charge annual policy fees or employ commissioned
agents, potentially gaining a competitive advantage relative to incumbents. On the life insurance side, Ladder,
another InsurTech startup, is now offering direct-to-consumer policies within minutes, particularly targeting
younger consumers who may often avoid purchasing such coverage, given the time it traditionally takes to do
so. Insurer hopes for accelerated growth and improved bottom-line profitability were tempered throughout by
the emergence of major speed bumps, both natural and man-made, although there seems to be cautious
optimism for improving conditions in the year ahead. An age-old enigma is how to overcome buyer reluctance
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to purchase life and annuity products. It also enables comparison of metrics for an individual insurer to others
in the market. Favourable net perils experience and higher than expected reserve releases contributed to this
result. Please share your feedback or questions with us. In our annual General Insurance Industry Review
report we focus on the key drivers, events, trends and factors that influenced the performance of the general
insurance industry throughout  Scott Guse provides insight into the financial results and outlook for general
insurers.


